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similar demands from Bohemia.   The Austrian Empire seemed
to be falling to pieces.
§ 121. revolution in germany.—Similar events were
taking place in Germany. There nationalism took the form of
a desire for unity, instead of a desire for separation as in the
Austrian Empire. We have seen how the Confederation set
up in 1815 had disappointed the deep-seated yearning of the
German people to "belong together" (N4i). That passion,
coupled with a demand for parliamentary government, had long
been simmering, in spite of Metternich's " Carlsbad Decrees "
(§ 90); and the news of the February Revolution had as stimu-
lating an effect on German liberals as on those of Italy and
Austria. Within a few weeks a complete transformation had
taken place in the government of nearly all the minor states—
reactionary ministries were overthrown and constitutional
reforms set on foot. A self-chosen gathering of reformers met
at Heidelberg and summoned a Vor-Parlament, or preliminary
convention, elected from all parts of Germany, to decide on
a new Federal Constitution. Most of the new liberal govern-
ments welcomed the plan ; but everything really depended on
the attitude of Prussia, which was greater and more populous
than all the other states combined.
The King, Frederick William IV, was a well-meaning but
weak-willed sentimentalist. He had long been intending to
make some concession to constitutionalism and " Pan-German-
ism " ; but these impulses had hitherto been checked by the
ingrained absolutist traditions of the Hohenzollern dynasty,
and by the influence of Metternich, The fall of the Orleans
monarchy, followed by that of Metternich, frightened him into
immediate action. He announced the abolition of the censor-
ship and the establishment of parliamentary government for
all the Prussian dominions. When the Berlin populace heard
this, a crowd gathered outside the palace, partly to congratulate
the King on the concessions, and partly to gain confirmation
of them. A chance shot by one of the guards killed a civilian ;

